Better Than Brand New

Restoring Aiken with Larlee Construction
Story and Photography By Gary Knoll

B

anks Mill Road connects new Aiken with old Aiken, 2011 with
1920. You leave Pine Log Road, its gas stations, auto shops, fast
food restaurants and chain stores, pass through a neighborhood of neat
modern homes, and arrive back in time, back to a world still on clay
roads, with ornate homes, stables, carriage houses and horses.
On the left-hand side of Banks Mill, just before you get to the famous
canopy of live oaks on South Boundary Road, you will see a home
behind a 3-foot-tall, new red brick wall with brick pillars and a wrought
iron gate. This property was the original home of the Aiken SPCA,
a group of mismatched, add-on buildings connected by dog kennels
and chain link runs. Today it is an award-winning equestrian property.
The main house has been completely rebuilt from the ground up. The
home’s heart pine floors, paneled walls and cathedral ceilings reflect a
quality of craftsmanship and design detail seldom equaled in modern
construction. The old kennels have been transformed into a luxury
guesthouse. An indoor riding arena and an in-ground pool finish the
property and add to its charm.
“This was one of the first properties I renovated,” says Grant Larlee.
Grant is the owner of Larlee Construction, LLC, an Aiken-based
construction firm that specializes in historic renovation and restoration.
“It’s where I learned about renovating historic properties here in Aiken,
and it’s still one of my favorites. It was pretty much a mess – it was
in need of a lot of work.” Grant and his crew started the project not
knowing what they would find, but knowing that whatever it took, they
would get it done. They also knew that doing whatever it took to get
it done right would be their first concern. Even though this was one of
Grant’s first restoration projects, historic equestrian properties in Aiken
were familiar territory for him.
Grant grew up the son of a horseman. His father, Don Larlee, was a
professional Standardbred racehorse trainer and breeder who trained
his horses in New York and Aiken. Grant was always surrounded by
genuine horsemen, men who taught him that attention to every detail
puts you in a position to win. He learned early in life that the main
ingredient of success was doing things the right way. When he was 15,
his father outfitted him with a footlocker full of tack, a rollaway bed,

Grant loved working with horses and loved the racing game, but he
also became intrigued by construction. His family always had a farm,
and having a farm meant working on a farm. “I always enjoyed working
on the buildings and barns on our farm, and was always interested in the
way things were built,” he says.
After high school, Grant went to the University of South Carolina
Aiken to major in management. He took a job right after graduation
with Westinghouse at the Savannah River Site and spent the next 10
years there, doing work involved with measuring radiation, and with
employee safety and health. Then, he got restless, and in 2003 was ready
to make a career change. He knew he was good at working on buildings
and so he opened Larlee Construction, LLC. It wasn’t long before the
new company got started on the Banks Mill Road project.
Today, the Larlee Construction project gallery on their website (www.
larleeeconstruction.com) is full of some of Aiken’s most incredible
structures. “Each project is different,” says Grant. “What we try to do
is to make sure when we are finished it looks like it belongs.” Whether
it’s converting a garage into a barn or a barn into a guesthouse Larlee
combines the latest technologies in green building with time-tested,

The Inglenook Cottage

A young Grant and his pony during a pony race at the Aiken Harness Races

and, most important, a 2-year-old homebred filly named Lady Belle.
Grant and Lady Belle spent the summer on the New York Sire’s Stakes
circuit, traveling to such racetracks as Saratoga, Roosevelt Raceway,
Yonkers, Brandywine, Vernon Downs, Buffalo, and Syracuse. It was
a successful venture: Lady Belle was a real racehorse. By the time she
retired, she had amassed over $180,000 in earnings.
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traditional methods. The goal is to keep the feel and historic character
of the building, yet make it as efficient as possible and something that
will last forever
“We try to incorporate as many of the newest innovations in building
techniques and materials as possible into our designs and construction.
We use spray-in insulation in our renovations; it can substantially save
energy. We use geothermal heat pumps, engineered lumber and build in
as many green solutions as possible.”
Grant is especially proud of a project his company did for Jack Wetzel,
a well-known local horse owner. “Jack found an old tobacco barn in
Virginia that he wanted to turn into a guest house here in Aiken. We
worked with him on it from the start of the project to the end. Jack
collects fireplace tools and wanted a place to showcase them. In its
original state, the barn did not have a fireplace but we created a huge
inglenook fireplace on one end. Our mason is a true craftsman and has
been doing this type of brickwork for over 60 years. Wherever we could,
we used reclaimed wood in the rebuild. We believe the guest house
looks as close to the original structure as you could possibly get.”
Another project in the downtown horse district, the Inglenook
cottage historic restoration, also reflects Grant’s philosophies. What
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Another historic residence is updated and brought into the 21st century.

makes this project so interesting is that Grant and his team attached an
addition to the original historic structure that blends the old and the
new seamlessly.
“We worked very hard to make you believe that this house has looked
like this forever,” he says. “We duplicated the moldings around the
windows and doors and used all the same architectural accents.” Just as
impressive is the newly-constructed stable behind the house. Everything
looks as if it were built by the same
person, using the same materials,
during the same time.
Touring the historic district with
Grant reveals that not only is he
proud of his work, but there is a lot
of it. There does not seem to be a
single block that does not have his
signature on it. From a guesthouse
shaped like a grand piano, to a
carriage house converted into a
home, where one stall is now a
wine room, and another now a bar.
From the majesty of the Palmetto
Golf Club clubhouse to the
precise transformation of a pasture
into a world class dressage ring,
it is obvious that Grant and his
dedicated crew will do whatever it
takes to get the job done and to get
it done right.
Renovating a historic property
is a special process. It takes extra work, research and planning in the
preparation phase and a wealth of special knowledge and skills in the
building phase, but most important it takes a team with a true passion
for detail to create or recreate a piece of history.
“When you are looking for someone to renovate your property it’s
important to look at the work they have done, to talk with the clients
they have had, and ask about the people that work for them,” says
Grant. “People can get all caught up on price alone. I suggest you do
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your research before you partner with someone to do your project. The
lowest price in the beginning is not always the lowest price in the end,
and rarely the best job.”
Grant and the Larlee team are as close to a full service company as
you will find. Not only do they renovate properties, they also manage
them, down to last nut, bolt, or camellia or pansy. For instance, they
have a client who needs them to pick up their big truck when they get
back from horse shows and store it. When the client is ready to hit the
road again, Grant gasses it up and brings it back clean. “It is sort of the
company motto or creed, ‘We can do that!’” says Grant.
One special project on the current Larlee list is a 1950s aluminum
travel trailer. This trailer looks more like an airplane than something you

would see on the road. Grant’s crew is restoring it inside and out.
“We’ve added some modern conveniences and upgrades, but
essentially it looks exactly like it did when it rolled out of the Spartan
Aircrafts Tulsa Factory in the 50s,” say Grant. With the addition of all of
today’s modern amenities, when it is done, it will surely be much better
than new.
For more information, visit www.larleeconstruction.com. 803.642.9096
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